Braided River
By: Bob Olson April rev. 2017
Music: Elocine by Bo Leyden 3/4
recorded by Roguery on CD “Impropriety V1” 32 bars 5x 133BPM
Formation: Longways 5 Couple Set, 2s and 4s Improper

A1 1-2 1s lead down center, 2s cast up.
3-4 1s down outside, 3s lead up.
5-8 All couples L-hands once round.
9-16 1s start passing R-shoulder with M3 for triple tandem Dolphin hey (1s, M3+W2, M4+W5 in tandem diagonal hey with lead change)
1s finish in 3rd place.

B1 1-8 1s start passing L-shoulder with W4 for Triple tandem Dolphin hey (1s, W4+M5, W3+M2 in tandem diagonal hey with lead change)
1s finish in 3rd place.
9-10 1s cross down, 4s cast up.
11-12 1s down outside, 5s lead up.
13-16 All couples cross left-shoulder (1/2 gypsy), turn single R.